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 THE AFRICAN GROVE THEATRE AND COMPANY

 JONATHAN DEWBERRY*

 The earliest theatre companies to perform in America
 were from England, and toured the Colonies. It was not
 until 1767 that the first independent American acting
 company played in New York, at the John Street Theatre.
 Racial segregation was common in the white New York
 theatres of the period. In the Park Theatre, for instance, a
 three-tiered stone structure with seating for 2,000 which
 opened in 1798, facing City Hall Park, the least desirable
 section of the upper gallery was set aside for blacks and
 white rowdies, while the third-tier boxes were reserved for
 prostitutes: ". . . an obscure portion of a higher gallery is set
 apart for people of colour, and there may be seen a dark
 mass of shining ebony faces, relieved by the ivory teeth
 shown upon every slight incitement to risibility. Here the
 most respectable are expected to herd with sweeps and
 pickpockets. No other places must they occupy."'

 I.

 William Over, in his article on the African Grove Theatre
 and Company, observes that turn-of-the-nineteenth-century
 New York newspapers were eager to relate what they felt
 were exotic, "novel" discoveries to their readers; so it is not
 surprising that they found the existence of an ice-cream
 garden geared toward the black community to be an
 amusing curiosity.2 The National Advocate of 3 August
 1821 pointed out that none of the city's public ice-cream
 gardens were open to blacks prior to the inception of
 William Henry Brown's African Grove. After Sunday
 church meetings, "black dandies and dandizettes" occupied
 the sidewalks of Broadway, and walked slowly home,
 greeting their friends in the streets. But as the black
 population of New York grew, as economic conditions
 improved for some blacks, and as blacks began to make
 some gains in municipal affairs, they found it necessary to
 establish a public place exclusively for themselves:

 Accordingly, a garden has been opened somewhere back of the
 [City] hospital called the African Grove; not spicy as those of
 Arabia (but let that pass), at which the ebony lads and lasses
 could obtain ice cream, ice punch, and hear music from the big
 drum and clarionet. . . . The gentleman, with his wool nicely
 combed, and his face shining through a coat of sweet oil,
 borrowed from the castors; cravat tight to suffocation, having
 the double faculty of widening the mouth and giving a remark-
 able protuberance to the eyes; blue coat, fashionably cut; red
 ribbon and a bunch of pinch-beck seals; white pantaloons,
 shining boots, gloves, and a tippy rattan. The lady, with her pink
 kid slippers; her fine Leghorn, cambric dress with open work;
 corsets well fitted; reticule hanging on her arm. Thus accoutred
 and caparisoned, these black fashionables saunter up and down
 the garden, in all pride of liberty and unconscious of want. In
 their dress, salutations, familiar phrases, and compliments, their
 imitative faculties are best exhibited . . . .3

 *Jonathan Dewberry is a graduate student in New York University's
 Performance Studies program.

 This was the character of the black society folk of the early
 1800s, and Brown's African garden guests. Despite the
 article's obvious racial insinuations and condescensions,
 and its mocking tone, the piece also provides a flavor of the
 atmosphere of the area.

 An article written by a schoolmate of Ira Aldridge's and
 published in the January 1860 issue of the Anglo-African
 Magazine sheds further specific illumination on both Brown
 and his garden:

 In 1816-17 Mr. Brown, steward of a Liverpool liner, gave up
 following the sea and hired a house on the north side of Thomas
 Street, nearly opposite that since made famous by the Helen
 Jewett tragedy [a young woman was hacked to death by her
 lover at 41 Thomas Street in 1836], and fitted up a tea-garden in
 the rear of the lot. In the evening he made the garden attractive
 by vocal and instrumental music. His brother stewards and their
 wives, and the colored population generally, gave him a full
 share of patronage. Among his artistes were Miss Ann Johnson,
 since Mrs. Allen, the mother of an excellent cantatrice of the
 present time, and James Hewlett. These evening entertainments
 were not dry affairs; brandy and gin-toddies, wine-negus, porter
 and strong ale, with cakes and meats, enabled the audience to
 gratify several senses and appetites at the same time. James
 Hewlett was quite a character in his line; a very fine singer for the
 times, he added by degrees, dramatic exhibitions to the enter-
 tainments. His off-nights were invariably spent in the gallery of
 the old Park Theatre, and spent not in vain, for he soon became
 celebrated for the talent and versatility which enabled him-
 anticipating [British actor Charles] Mathews, we believe-to
 perform several widely differing characters, very perfectly, at
 one exhibition. He followed the fashionable world to Saratoga,
 and into the height of the season, when rival singers would
 scatter their paper announcements through the hotels, there
 would appear, thickly scattered around, tastily printed on white
 satin: "JAMES HEWLETT, Vocalist, and Shakespeare's proud
 Representative, Will Give an entertainment in Singing and
 Acting in the large room of the United States Hotel, etc., etc."4

 Brown's enterprise was so successful that eventually he was
 able to have a roughly built, wooden theatre constructed on
 Mercer Street, near Prince, which could seat 300-400. The
 performances were very profitable and popular, with the
 audience composed mostly of " 'laughter-loving clerks who
 came to see the sport, but invariably paid their quarter
 for admission.' "5

 At the outset, the African Grove existed purely for
 entertainment, offering music, dancing, and songs by black
 performers. But the influence of James Hewlett's dramatic
 recitations, along with the New York theatre, led William
 Brown to organize the African Company of black actors,
 and to begin producing Shakespeare's works. Newspaper
 notices advertising the African Grove Theatre and the
 African Company date from 1821. The National Advocate
 of 21 September 1821, for instance, announced a black
 performance of Richard III in the "upper apartments of the
 African Grove." And the National Advocate of 27 October
 1821 publicized a performance by "a black corps dramatique
 in this city, at their Theatre, the corner of Bleeker and
 Mercer streets." This was known as the Pantheon Theatre,
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 and supposedly continued in use into 1822. Mary C.
 Henderson, in her book The City and the Theatre, refers to
 an extant playbill of Saturday, 7 June 1823, which designates
 a third theatre location in back of the One-Mile Stone on
 Broadway, at Mercer and Prince Streets.6 The playbill also
 names the two dramas then being presented by the African
 Company: Tom and Jerry; or, Life in London and Obu; or,
 The Three-Fingered Jack. A white observer, Simon Snipe,
 writes of an African Company presentation of Othello late
 in 1822 in a new theatre structure, the Company having been
 forced to close and prohibited from using a previously
 occupied space in "the Hotel next door to the [Park]
 Theatre."7 The 1823 Record of Assessments for New York
 City's 8th Ward, which may be found in the Municipal
 Archives, has William Brown and the African Theatre listed
 (Firm No. 1225, Ward No. 1215). The Theatre's location is
 recorded as Mercer Street (East) between Houston and
 Bleeker, and the real estate value is assessed at $800.00. The
 assessment records for 1820-1822, at the same location and
 with corresponding numbers, show the name Samuel Brad-
 hurst and provide no reference to the African Theatre. The
 space is noted as "large."

 These references probably indicate that the African
 Theatre was very mobile, and that the Company probably
 put on productions whenever space was available. It is also
 possible that Bradhurst, who appears to have been a socially
 active figure, involved with the municipal councils, as well as
 the owner of a great deal of property in the area, leased the
 space on Mercer Street to Brown and his Company, thus
 placing them in a position to appear on the assessment
 record for 1823. The Mercer Street and Bleeker location
 seems to be the most consistent, and specific; it is difficult to
 provide exact data for the African Theatre because no
 specific address is listed. It is possible that Bradhurst took
 over the property again and sold it, in 1824, to the Saint
 Thomas Church. Saint Thomas is the most likely candidate
 that would have needed a large space, and what better site
 than that of an old theatre?

 The African Grove Theatre and Company had to be
 mobile when they started doing plays because the police
 were constantly raiding their performances, and pressuring
 them to stop performing, due to the rowdiness of the white
 members of the audience. William Over states that the
 whites had initially found it curious and amusing that a
 black company of actors was attempting to do Shakespeare,
 but that they later became very hostile. The African Theatre
 attempted to remedy the situation by creating a partitioned
 area for whites in the back of the theatre, but the hostile
 whites continued to create disturbances which eventually
 closed the theatre.

 Over notes that there is evidence that the performances of
 the African Theatre were somewhat more skilled than the
 majority of the period's newspaper accounts would lead us
 to believe.8 Usually one has to read between the lines of the
 least prejudiced newspaper articles, and look at Ira Aldridge's
 accounts on the African Grove and James Hewlett. An
 anonymous source, whose remarks were published in 1849,
 claimed that Stephen Price, controversial manager of the
 Park Theatre, was personally responsible for hiring the
 rowdy whites who attended Brown's Theatre, and the source
 added that the African Company's performances could have
 rivaled those at the Park Theatre had the Company been

 allowed to develop.9 The era was not a heyday for white
 liberals, so many sympathetic writers and other whites did
 not speak out in support of the African Theatre lest they
 incur severe criticism from the racist, controlling forces in
 the city. Although some white critics referred to the African
 Company's performances as though they were clown shows,
 the Company was apparently convincing and serious enough
 to warrant sabotage by white theatre owners, and other
 racist influences.

 The African Theatre turned from its classical repertoire,
 and from plays already being done at the Park Theatre, in
 favor of a more contemporary drama with socially relevant
 themes. Tom and Jerry, a play which hadopened at the Park
 Theatre the same year the African Company performed it,
 was altered for presentation at the African Grove to include
 a slave-market scene set in Charleston, with a black cast of
 slaves and, apparently, a white actor as an auctioneer, in
 order to address the plight of black slaves.'0 The Drama of
 King Shotaway by William Henry Brown, which is recognized
 as the first black drama of the American theatre, has as its
 subject the 1795 Carib uprising against the British govern-
 ment on the island of St. Vincent."

 The African Grove Theatre was initially established to
 entertain, but the Theatre's function evolved to include
 education, as well as implicit participation in the black
 liberation struggle. This shift probably incensed and threat-
 ened racist whites more than anything else. It marked a
 break with the black buffoon-clown character; the black
 man was no longer a big joke.

 II.

 In 1820-1821, handbills and newspaper articles began
 advertising the plays being presented at the African Grove
 Theatre. The first productions were short, musical dance
 and dialogue skits-some of them based on acts which black
 performers like James Hewlett had seen from the galleries of
 the white theatres, some utilizing original material. Soon
 came full-length plays, such as the altered Tom and Jerry
 and Obu.

 The most popular early productions were Richard III and
 Othello. Richard III was first publicized in the National
 Advocate of 21 September 1821 and acted in the "upper
 apartments of the African Grove," which, judging from old
 city maps, probably indicates a large loft space. The
 production, which employed an all-black cast, premiered in
 an era in which black characters were sparingly portrayed
 on the American stage; and, on those rare occasions when
 black characters did appear, they were stereotyped by whites
 in blackface. Throughout September and October of 1821,
 the National Advocate and other New York newspapers
 mention the African Theatre with curiosity and interest, but
 offer very little sympathetic support. There are individual
 descriptions of actors, but no comprehensive reviews of any
 of the productions, which points to the biased attitude of the
 period's white critics. Theatre historian George C. Odell
 encapsulates the National Advocate notice of 21 September
 1821 thus:

 . .. the negroes resolved to get up a play, and used the upper
 apartments of the African Grove for a performance of Richard

 III. "A little dapper, w~ooly-haired waiter at the City Hotel
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 personated the royal Plantagenet," in "robes made up from
 discarded merino curtains of the ball room." Owing to the
 smallness of the company, King Henry and the Duchess were
 played by one person, and Lady Anne and Catesby by another;
 obviously the Elizabethian custom prevailed of casting all the
 parts to men. Several important scenes and characters were
 omitted, such as the princes [sic], Buckingham, and the Lord
 Mayor. Lady Anne, in Act III, sang quite incongruously,
 "Eveleen's Bower." The chef-d'oeuvre .; . was the tent scene, in
 which the darkness of night, the black face of the King, the
 flourish of drums and clarionets, the start from the dream-"Gib
 me noder Horse"-and finally "the agony of the appalled
 Richard, the rolling eyes, white gnashing teeth, clenched fists
 and phrenzied looks were all that the author could have wished."
 "Several fashionable songs" were sung "with no mean taste," and
 "the sable audience retired peaceably to their homes. Richard
 and Catesby were unfortunately taken up by the watch"-why
 [Odell editorializes] I cannot imagine. The neighbours had
 formerly complained of noise in the African garden; and
 entrances to it had been closed.'2

 We can see that the African Company interspersed songs at
 inappropriate moments during the performance, yet the
 audience enjoyed themselves and went home peacefully, so
 the police arrests of the actors playing Richard and Catesby
 were unwarranted. In this production, men played all of the
 roles, and were resourceful in effecting costumes.

 A rare playbill dated 1 October 1821, Odell observes,
 notes a third attempt by the African Company to present
 Richard III, with additional music and dance:

 This programme began with an "Opera," that is, a collection of
 songs by Hewlett, Hutchinson and Thompson. Followed, "for
 the last time this Season," The Tragedy of Richard the Third,
 with Hutchinson as King Henry and Buckingham, J. Hutchinson
 as Stanley, Mathews as Richmond, Hewlett as Richard, Miss
 Welsh as Prince of Wales and Lady Anne, and Miss J. Welsh
 as Elizabeth. . . . The entertainment continued with the
 pantomime Asama-Asama by Hewlett, and Asana by S.
 Welsh. "The ballet got up under the direction of Mr. Hewlett,
 being received on Monday evening, Sept. 24, with unbounded
 applause, will be repeated again" with Miss S. Welsh as
 Columbine, Hewlett as Daphnas, Thompson as Old Man, and
 Master Geib as Servant. The theatre is set down as at the corner
 of Mercer and Bleeker Street.'3

 Here we see a program similar to that which was taking
 place at the white theatres: music and dance numbers
 between plays and acts. Also, we get further support of the
 theatre location at Mercer and Bleeker Streets. Multiple
 role-playing was a common factor in the productions as
 well. Women are now playing roles in the dramas, as well as
 in the musical and dance numbers. Hewlett appears to have
 been a talented choreographer, dancer, and singer, as well as
 an actor.

 Odell alludes in his Annals of the New York Stage to a
 lengthy description by a white theatregoer, Simon Snipe, of
 an African Theatre performance of Othello that he saw in
 the Summer or Early Autumn of 1822. Because Snipe is
 intent upon creating the usual, stereotyped picture of the
 black performers, his account is replete with racist mis-
 conceptions. Snipe tells of finding the theatre

 "particularly well suited for the warm weather, as it let the breeze
 in plentifully between the crevices of the boards." The orchestra
 consisted of a violin, clarionet and a bass fiddle, played by two
 white men and one black. The audience was "variegated," for it
 was composed of "white, black, copper-colored and light
 brown." . . . The curtain raised, "and behold !-a street in

 Venice-it more resembled a dirty kitchen-enter lago and

 Roderigo-lago was dressed in blue satin pantaloons, and a cap,
 which appeared to have been in the Revolutionary War, by the

 many shapes it now assumed; he wore a kind of roundabout
 jacket, or an old coat with the skirts turned up; he wore an
 ancient looking sword, well clad in a coat of rust. Roderigo wore
 a sword, the part of an iron hoop! his whole dress resembled that

 of a patent sweep's." Desdemona was "a very handsome copper-

 colored woman, and her dress somewhat superior" to all except

 Othello's "whose garments. . . was [sic] tolerably well adapted to
 the character he tryed [sic], but failed to personate." Desdemona,
 alas! did not know her part, and "could not reply to any question
 asked her, until she found the reply in the book."

 This disgusted the audience, which "began to strew the stage
 with chesnuts, peas, apple-cores, &c. . . . One of them struck
 lago," and "a second apple-core touching him in a tender place,"

 after his speech he left the stage, and the curtain dropped. One of
 the company then came forward and announced that "it was out
 of dare power to proceed wid de play, but dat dey could git dare

 money back at de door, or dey would skip Othello and go on wid

 de rest of de performance." The audience "now began to clap

 and stomp" their preference for the latter course, and "the
 curtain was again rose [sic]." Two men now sang "The Rival
 Beauties" . . . . The ditty became popular in other circles.

 After a hornpipe, well danced by Desdemona, though in
 altercation with the fiddler, another "dark lady" danced, her
 dancing reminding the writer of "the verse which the Rival
 Beauties sang, 'At dancing school I next was sent, all muffed up
 with care,/ Where I larnt to dance a minuet as graceful as a Bear!'
 Whilst dancing she was assailed with a heavy shower of peas,
 that came from the gallery, and hissing from the pit"; she kept
 on, "until a plump potatoe in the pit ... flew from Sambo's
 pocket to join the dance." It hit her on the shin, and she, picking
 it up, walked "deliberately to the front of the stage, sent the
 potatoe, and struck Sambo on the bare head, and then ran off as
 if a watchman was after her." The curtain again fell, and after
 some dreadful music, The Poor Soldier was presented, with the
 "same sweep-looking dresses . . . and the same scenery"
 displayed in Othello.'4

 The African Theatre apparently was high enough to have a
 gallery, or the African Company was using someone else's
 theatre. Notice the mention of white musicians in the
 orchestra. Snipe doesn't indicate whether it was the blacks
 or the whites who instigated the audience protest for a better
 show, but it is clear that everyone became involved. Here
 again, there are musical numbers inserted throughout the
 show, and some of the actors were hardly passive in taking
 abuse from the audience. There was apparently little
 rehearsal time spent on the Shakespeare, with some of the
 actors bringing scripts onstage during the performance.
 Even with all of the extraneous, would-be comical remarks
 from Snipe, we can decipher a general flavor of what
 actually occurred onstage. The actors were somewhat
 amateurish in this production of Othello, but it must have
 been hilarious to watch them. Such performer/audience
 interchange would be carried into vaudeville and burlesque.

 Charles Mathews, the celebrated nineteenth-century Eng-
 lish comedian and monologist, was later to offer the
 following now-infamous description of a performance of
 Hamlet at the African Theatre, in which Ira Aldridge
 supposedly played the title role:

 While visiting at Mrs. Bradish's, Mr. Mathews takes an
 opportunity of visiting the Niggers (or Negroes) Theatre. The
 black population being, in the national theatres, under certain
 restrictions have, to be quite at their ease, a theatre of their own.
 Here he sees a black tragedian (the Kentucky Roscius) perform

 the character of Hamlet, and hears him deliver the soliloquy "To
 be or not to be, dat is him question, whether him nobler in de
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 mind to suffer or lift up him arms against a sea of hubble bubble
 and by opossum (oppose 'em) end 'em." At the word Opossum
 the whole audience burst forth into one general cry of "Opossum,
 Opossum, Opossum." On enquiring into the cause of this, Mr.
 Mathews was informed that "Opossum Up a Gum Tree" was the
 national air, or sort of "God Save the King" of the the Negroes,
 and that being reminded of it by Hamlet's pronunciation of
 "oppose 'em," there was no doubt but that they would have it
 sung. "The opossum," continued Mr. Mathews informally, "is
 addicted to climbing up the gum tree, thinking no one can follow
 him; but the racoon hides himself in the hollow of the tree, and as
 poor opossum goes up, pulls him down by the tail, and that is the
 plot." The cries of "Opossum, opossum" increasing, the noble
 tragedian comes forward, and addressing the audience informs
 them that he will sing their favourite melody with him greatest
 pleasure, and accordingly sings it.

 Finishing his song, this versatile genius, retiring up the stage,
 is strutting down with one arm akimbo, and the other spouting
 out in front, just for all the world like a black teapot, bellowing
 out-"Now is de winter of our discontent made de glorous
 summer by de sun of New York." And on a person in the boxes
 telling him he should play Hamlet and not Richard III, replies,
 "Yes, him know dat, but him thought of New York den and
 could not help talking about it."15

 Ultimately, Aldridge exposed Mathews' gross exaggera-
 tion-concerning a part that Aldridge did not even act! But
 the incident, however distorted, allows us to glimpse the
 style of some early black productions. Here we see still
 another instance of early black minstrelsy forms (i.e., the
 strutting) and black vaudeville: audience/ performer pairing
 and independent musical insertions between acts.

 Black performance has always embodied a strong desire
 for self-expression and has sought an active means of
 realizing that desire. Individuals get together in a group, and
 artistic creativity happens-in music, dance, song, and
 drama. Organization and quality are sometimes willingly
 sacrificed for the spiritual/emotional joy of doing, and
 expressing oneself. The African Theatre and Company
 developed out of that need.

 III.

 In his 1849 Memoir, Ira Aldridge writes that he studied
 the part of Rolla in the play Pizarro, and it was as this
 character that, in 1822, he made his first appearance on any
 stage. It was an all-black cast, and he states that "'the gentle
 Cora was very black, requiring no small amount of whiting,
 yellow ochre, and vermillion to bring her cheeks to the hues
 of roses and lilies,' such a face as Sheridan describes in his
 text. "'16 Pizarro was adapted by Richard Brinsley Sheridan
 from the German original of Kotzebue, a writer of romantic,
 gothic dramas. It is interesting to note that, years later,
 Aldridge would himself put on white makeup to portray
 Shylock. The purpose was not to create a caricature of a
 black in whiteface, but to transform himself artistically into
 a completely other character. Aldridge's biographers, Herbert
 Marshall and Mildred Stock, hypothesize that Aldridge and
 the African Grove may have chosen Pizarro because
 its "'purple passages' were filled with passionate patriotism,
 wherein the [conquered] Peruvian [with whose condition
 American blacks could easily identify] defends his country
 against the Spanish invaders. "17 There are references made
 in the Memoir to a black version of Romeo and Juliet, with

 Aldridge as Romeo, being done at the African Grove. There
 are no comic overtones extant here; these were serious
 attempts to make the classics relevant to black audiences.

 On 20-21 June 1823, The Drama of King Shotaway
 premiered at the African Grove Theatre. Written by Brown
 himself, it was intended as a benefit performance for him.
 The play, the text of which has unfortunately been lost, is
 described in its playbill as "founded on facts taken from the
 insurrection of the Caravs on the island of St. Vincent.
 Written from experience by Mr. Brown."''8 The idea of
 presenting a play in the early nineteenth century about a
 black revolution would have been quite courageous, especially
 with a black cast and black theatre management. At the
 bottom of the playbill appeared a warning: "Proper Officers
 Will Attend To Keep Order." William Over asks the
 question: Was the subject matter of King Shotaway too
 intolerable for white New York? After its performance no
 more articles or references concerning the African Grove
 appeared until it was on its last legs. Aldridge says in his
 Memoir that "certain Yankees, with a degree of illiberality
 peculiar to some liberals had no notion of such indulgences
 being allowed to Negroes, whose tarnation, conceit and
 considerable effrontery licked nature slick outright. "19

 I believe that he is correct, and that the African Grove
 Theatre became a threat to New York theatre. The Grove
 wasn't funny anymore and had to be eliminated, so public
 pressure was instituted to insure its demise. No wonder it
 often changed locations. It is even possible that, as an early
 form of black militancy, it was forced to go "underground"
 to avoid the police. Still, the African Grove Theatre and
 Company managed to exist for a while, and did so in the
 midst of extreme racial prejudice. And before it expired, it
 launched the career of the great Ira Aldridge-and sowed
 the seeds that would blossom into the many black theatre
 companies which we have had since.

 NOTES

 'Memoir and Theatrical Career of Ira Aldridge, the African Roscius
 (London: J. Onwhyn, 1849); rpt. in Herbert Marshall and Mildred Stock's
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 p. 28.
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 Afro-Americans in New York Life and History, 3, No. 2 (1979), 7.

 3Quoted in Marshall and Stock, pp. 32-33.
 41bid., pp. 31-32.
 51bid., p. 32.
 6 The City and the Theatre: New York Playhousesfrom Bowling Green to

 Times Square (Clifton, NJ: James T. White, 1973), p. 58.
 7See George C. Odell, Annals of the New York Stage, III (New York:

 Columbia Univ. Press, 1928), 35.
 80ver, "New York's African Theatre," p. 7.
 9See Over, p. 8.
 '0Over, p. 8.
 "Ibid., p. 9.

 '2Annals of the New York Stage, III, 35.
 '31bid., III, 35-36.
 '41bid., III, 36-37.
 15Mr. Mathews at Home (London, 1824); rpt. in Marshall and Stock,

 pp. 40-41.
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 '7Marshall and Stock, p. 39.
 '8Quoted in Over, p. 9.
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